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a b s t r a c t

With the development of digital instrumentation and control (I&C) devices, cyber security at nuclear
power plants (NPPs) has become a hot issue. The Stuxnet, which destroyed Iran's uranium enrichment
facility in 2010, suggests that NPPs could even lead to an accident involving the release of radioactive
materials cyber-attacks.

However, cyber security research on industrial control systems (ICSs) and supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) systems is relatively inadequate compared to information technology (IT) and
further it is difficult to study cyber-attack taxonomy for NPPs considering the characteristics of ICSs. The
advanced research of cyber-attack taxonomy does not reflect the architectural and inherent character-
istics of NPPs and lacks a systematic countermeasure strategy.

Therefore, it is necessary to more systematically check the consistency of operators and regulators
related to cyber security, as in regulatory guide 5.71 (RG.5.71) and regulatory standard 015 (RS.015). For
this reason, this paper attempts to suggest a template for cyber-attack taxonomy based on the charac-
teristics of NPPs and exemplifies a specific cyber-attack case in the template. In addition, this paper
proposes a systematic countermeasure strategy by matching the countermeasure with critical digital
assets (CDAs). The cyber-attack cases investigated using the proposed cyber-attack taxonomy can be used
as data for evaluation and validation of cyber security conformance for digital devices to be applied, and
as effective prevention and mitigation for cyber-attacks of NPPs.
© 2019 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The instrumentation and control (I&C) devices of nuclear power
plants (NPPs) are changing from analog devices to digital devices,
because analog I&C devices have relatively poor performance
compared with digital I&C devices and analog devices have main-
tenance difficulties [1]. Digital I&C devices to be applied in NPPs
should be designed to meet the licensing requirements in terms of
security, and cyber security is a most important issue [1,2].

According to a report from the Industrial Control System-Cyber
Emergency Response Team (ICS-CERT), the vulnerability of indus-
trial control systems (ICSs) and supervisory control and data
by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
acquisition (SCADA) systems continues to increase. The SCADA
system can remotely monitor and control the system over a large
area, such as gas/oil pipelines and power transmission systems and
an ICS includes all types of industrial automation systems,
including distributed control systems (DCSs), which distribute
control unit's sub-facilities into unit groups. An NPP is the repre-
sentative facility of ICS and SCADA system. With the ICS-CERT
report, cyber-attacks and cyber security infringement targeting
ICS and SCADA systems are also reported [3]. A representative
cyber-attack on a nuclear facility is Stuxnet, which physically
destroyed the centrifuges of Iran's uranium enrichment facility. In
addition, the Davis-Besse NPP in the United States was attacked by
the Slammer virus, causing the safety status indicator system to be
inoperable for 5 h. In Korea, the computer network of Korea Hydro
& Nuclear Power (KHNP) was attacked and the attacker took the
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design and manual of the NPP, and personal information of the
employees [3,5].

In order to prevent and respond to cyber threats in situations
where cyber threats are increasing, it is necessary to select the
predictable cyber-attacks against the NPPs, and evaluate cyber se-
curity conformance for digital devices that can guarantee reliability
and performance [5,6]. To predict the cyber-attacks on NPPs and
evaluate the cyber security conformance, there should be cyber-
attack case studies based on a cyber-attack taxonomy that reflects
the characteristics of NPPs. However, there is a lack of research on
the systematic cyber-attack taxonomy that reflects the character-
istics of NPPs. Therefore, this paper suggests a cyber-attack taxon-
omy that reflects the characteristics of an NPP, such as the attack
procedure, attack vector, attack consequence, vulnerability and
countermeasures. In addition, a taxonomy template composed of
the proposed taxonomy items is presented as an example of cyber-
attack (ping of death).

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is advanced re-
searches on the cyber-attack taxonomy of ICS & SCADA systems.
Section 3 presents a cyber-attack taxonomy that considers the
characteristics of an NPP. Section 4 suggests example of the cyber-
attack taxonomy template. The Last section offers some the
conclusions.

2. Characteristics of taxonomy in NPPs

In order to perform all required security function testing and
verification for digital I&C devices to be applied to NPPs, a cyber-
attack investigation based on a systematic taxonomy should be
defined. Taxonomy is the systematic classification of things or
concepts in which the components are grouped into a certain
concept, and the classification categories have the purpose itself
[7,8]. The advanced researches of cyber-attack taxonomy aremainly
related to the information technology (IT) field, and the taxonomy
related to ICS & SCADA focuses on the concept of threat. However,
as the cyber-attacks on ICS & SCADA systems increase, taxonomy
research focusing on the cyber-attack itself is taking place. In
addition, researches of taxonomy are being conducted for specific
facilities, such as energy plants. Some of these researches are
reviewed in the following.

Hansman [9] proposed a four-step categorization of computer
and network attacks based on the attack class, attack target, vul-
nerabilities and payload. The attack class is an attack vector that
classifies a large category of cyber-attacks according to the attack
method. For example, Level 1 is password cracking, Level 2 is
guessing attack and Level 3 is brute-force attack. For the attack
target, the object of the cyber-attack is detailed as the attack class.
For example, the attack target is subdivided into a large category
such as hardware in Level 1, a computer in Level 2, a network device
in Level 3 and a switch in Level 4. The Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures (CVE) is used for vulnerabilities. Howard's vulnerability
[9,10] was used for vulnerabilities in implementation, design, and
configuration. The payload of the attack is divided into information
leakage, destruction, and inability to service. Fleury [11] proposed
an Attack-Vulnerability-Damage (AVD) model by considering how
to attack the control system, the consequences of the attack, how to
respond to the attack, and the requirements for the defense
mechanism. ‘Attack’ represents the attack target, source of the
attack and the attack method. ‘Vulnerability’ focuses on the reason
for the success of a specific attack and systemweakness. ‘Damage’ is
related to the attack severity. Simmons' taxonomy [12] proposed a
cyber-attack classification system model called AVOIDIT in
consideration of the attack vector, operational impact, defense,
information impact and attack target. An attack vector is a
vulnerability and path for an attack. Operational impact is the
effectiveness of an attack on the system operation. Defense is the
phase of mitigating an attack. Information impact represents the
influences on information, such as leaks and changes. The attack
target is the object of an attack such as the system or network. Keith
[13] proposed a taxonomy that takes into account the vulnerability
of a single system and the impact of cyber-attacks on the com-
munity. Keith's taxonomy is largely classified into event vertices
and effect vectors. The event vector describes the source of the
cyber-attack, the target of the attack, and the description of the
cyber-attack related to the method and vulnerability. The effect
vector describes the community sector affected by the cyber-attack,
the cause of the impact, and the impact assessment metrics. Line
[14] focused on the characteristics of target attacks and classified
the categories according to purpose of the attack, initial attack
vector, lateral movement, and position of the command and control
server. The purpose of the attack is literally the intended purpose of
attempting the cyber-attack. The initial attack vector is the path of
the attack. The lateral movement is how the attack works after
infecting the system. The position of the command and control
server identifies how one could attempt to invade again. Flowers
[15] focused on the case itself through an event-based matrix and
proposed a classification system based on the target industry,
location, malware type, and attacker type. In addition, Dorottya
[20] analyzed attacks and vulnerabilities in embedded systems.
Carnegie Mellon University has taken into account human
behavior, system failures, internal process errors, and external
events to assess cyber security risks from system operation [9e24].

The researches on the taxonomy of cyber-attacks have mainly
focused on the network and do not reflect the architectural char-
acteristics of systems like the NPPs. The architectural characteristics
are the design structure of the facility. In the case of typical NPPs in
Korea, the Reactor Protection System (RPS) has four Programmable
Logic Controllers (PLCs) in 2-out-of-4 logic, so that even if a single
PLC is disabled by a cyber-attack, it is not a threat to the normal
operation of an NPP. This means that in order to influence the
operation of NPPs, three or four PLCs must be disabled by simul-
taneously performing a cyber-attack against PLCs. It is not appro-
priate to consider the severity and countermeasures of cyber-
attacks without reflecting the architectural structure of NPPs.
Therefore, this paper reflects the architectural characteristics of
NPPs and provides information to be considered for the cyber se-
curity of NPPs.

In addition, unlike general IT and ICS, NPPs have risks of radia-
tion leakage and illegal transfer of nuclear material. To protect NPPs
from these risks, NPPs have different characteristics comparedwith
IT and ICS. This paper considers the characteristics of NPPs such as
the defense-in-depth strategy, reactor dead time, and the possi-
bility of radioactive material leakage in the case of a serious acci-
dent. In addition, this paper suggests systematic strategies tomatch
the countermeasures with attack vectors and consequence of at-
tacks, which were not reflected in previous researches. Also, the
characteristics of cyber-attacks and corresponding countermea-
sures are matched with those of Regulatory Guide 5.71 (RG.5.71)
[26], a regulatory guide to cyber security programs for nuclear fa-
cilities, to verify the satisfaction of security controls for the intro-
duction of digital equipment at NPPs.

As mentioned above, the categories of taxonomy are grouped
according to certain concepts. By increasing cases of cyber-attack
using templates made from the proposed taxonomy categories,
they can be used as data for verification of the conformance of
digital I&C devices to be applied in NPPs. These data also can be
used as efficient countermeasure strategies against cyber-attacks.
For these purposes, this paper suggests the attack procedure,
attack vector, attack consequence, countermeasure, and vulnera-
bility as categories of taxonomy. The rationale for each taxonomy
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item is discussed in detail in Sections 3.1 to 3.5. Fig. 1 shows the
flow chart of cyber-attack taxonomy.
3. Classification scheme for cyber-attack taxonomy

3.1. Attack procedure

The item in the first taxonomy is the attack procedure. In this
paper, we propose a taxonomy template for increasing the number
of cyber-attack cases and using them to conformity test. The attack
procedure can be used as a criterion to increase the number of
cyber-attacks systematically. The attack procedure consists of four
phases: gathering information, acquiring access right, command
and control, and action and exfiltration [24,25].

The step of gathering information acquires analyzing the
vulnerability of the information system or network by using some
hacking techniques, such as social engineering and port scanning.
Through these techniques, the information of objects and vulner-
abilities can be leaked to the attacker. The stage of acquiring the
access right involves getting the authority of the administrator
from the user by invading into the system. In addition, this step
includes finding a password through a cyber-attack, such as brute-
force attack. The phase of command and control is the step of
executing a command remotely. The step of action and exfiltration
is removing or modifying the stored log records so that the user
cannot aware of the infringement by cyber-attack [24].
3.2. Attack vector

The second taxonomy item is the attack vector. The NPP uses a
closed communication network that is physically disconnected
from the outside. Thus, it considered safe from cyber-attacks.
However, recent infringements of cyber-attack imply that a
closed communication network is still not safe. Then, identifying
the attack vector of NPPs and the vulnerabilities are important for
mitigating and preventing cyber-attacks [12,19,25].

In this paper, we classify the attack vector by analyzing the
Fig. 1. Cyber-attac
infringements of cyber-attacks on ICS & SCADA systems. Based on
this, attack vectors are classified into physical access and network
access. Physical access refers to cases where a portable storage
medium such as a USB device or a digital device is directly installed
or connected to nuclear facilities. Physical access is subdivided into
connection of portable storage medium, importing and installing
equipment from supply chains, and attack by insider.
3.2.1. Physical access

a. Connection of portable storage medium

There may be cases where a portable storage medium such as a
USB is used to transfer data or to update the system. When some
data in a portable storage medium are infected with malicious
codes or a bad USB is connected, the nuclear power system may
also be infected with the malicious code.

Unlike IT, a NPP cannot detect the viruses and malicious codes
immediately because the execution of antivirus programs can have
unexpected effects on the NPP. Also, it is difficult to stop the
operation and to check the status of the NPP. This situation can
cause damage to the system, due to the delayed initial response
when malicious code is infiltrated as a moving medium. In 2012, a
US turbine control system was infected with a virus through USB,
causing a serious economic loss due to delayed operation of the
power plant for about three weeks [4,5,29].

b. Importing and installing equipment from supply chain

NPPs have complicated structures and various safety systems to
prevent from leakage of radioactive materials. They are constructed
by bringing in and installing external equipment from other sup-
pliers. In terms of cyber security, NPPs can be infected by malicious
codes when the I&C devices provided by supply chains are con-
nected to the nuclear system and contained infected malicious
codes. Stuxnet, which destroyed the centrifuge of an Iranian nu-
clear facility, is one of the most common accident cases. It was
k taxonomy.
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caused by applying Siemens PLC equipment, coded with a mali-
cious ladder logic [21].

c. Attack by insider

In terms of attack vector, the weakest point of ICS & SCADA
system is an attack by insider. An insider can access and install
equipment from nuclear facilities, intentionally or unintentionally,
through external equipment and portable storage media. In addi-
tion, insider can easily modify and delete data through accounts
with more than a certain level of access. In case of NPPs, the
management and access control are implemented according to the
minimum privilege and access authority privileges, but this means
that an attack by an insider using an account with high access
authority may have a greater effect on the system. Cyber-attacks by
insider are also possible through network access. An example of a
typical infringement occurred in 2010 is when a US military officer
leaked US diplomacy to WikiLeaks [4,5,29].

3.2.2. Network access
Network access means a way of connecting through the digital

equipment and network of NPPs. A common feature of cyber-
attacks through network access in closed networks such as NPPs
is that they use incomplete networks. Based on this, network access
can be subdivided into the use of an incomplete network for
updating and maintenance, remote access, and the use of wireless
communication.

a. Use of incomplete network

NPPs were considered safe because they use closed networks,
unknown protocols, and systems. However, as the nuclear I&C
system is converted from analog to digital, there are some cases
where the Internet is used for maintenance such as software up-
dates or vaccine updates. When connecting to an external network
for maintenance, a malicious codemay flow through an incomplete
network. One of the accident using incomplete network is the
infringement of Monju NPP in 2014, when a worker updated the
video program, causing more than 42,000 documents to be stolen
by a malicious code [30,31].

b. Use of remote access and wireless communication

“Only authorized access within the security control area of an
NPP or external access within the security area is permitted, but
prohibits the use of wireless technology in essential digital assets
related to critical functions for safety functions.” This specification
of regulatory standard 015 (RS.015) [32] implies that remote access
and wireless communication of NPPs can be a vector of a cyber-
attack. In 2003, a nuclear engineer at a Davis-Besse NPP in Ohio,
USA, infected a nuclear system computer while accessing a power
plant system through a virtual private network (VPN) connection
encrypted at home with a virus-infected laptop [30e33].

3.3. Attack consequence

The third taxonomy is the consequence of the cyber-attack.
Stuxnet, which destroyed centrifuges at the Natanz nuclear facil-
ity in Iran, implies the cyber-attacks could lead to physical
destruction of a nuclear facility. Analyzing cases of cyber infringe-
ment, cyber-attacks can be classified into system destruction, sys-
tem interruption, information modification and information
leakage. System destruction means that the system is physically
damaged such as Bad-USB, or the logic of the system is changed due
to hardcoding and malicious code, making the system unable to
function and stopping the NPP. System interruption refers to the
system being overloaded and malfunctioning due to lots of packets
transmitted in a short time. Denial-of-service (DoS) is a represen-
tative of cyberattacks, which stops and disables the NPP. The in-
formation modification changes data and instrumentation control
signals to display faulty status of plant information, and it can lead
to wrong operating commands [30e33]. Within these general
consequences of cyber-attacks, in this paper we consider the
characteristics of NPPs and classifying the consequences of cyber-
attacks as they affect the Safety, Security and Emergency Pre-
paredness (SSEP) functions or not the cyber-attacks which affect
SSEP functions also subdivided into attacks that relate to illegal
transfer or sabotage.
3.3.1. Consequence affect SSEP functions
The consequences of cyber-attacks that affect the SSEP of NPPs

are defined as occurrences that cause physical damage to system
components or directly affect operation, e.g. causing a shutdown.
Unlike other ICS & SCADA systems, the physical damage to an NPP
can bring radiation release. There is also the risk regarding the
illegal transfer of nuclear materials through cyber-attacks, and the
stolen nuclear material can be used for violent purposes. An
attacker is also taking notice of these points and exploiting the
cyber-attacks to lead to the illegal transfer of nuclear materials.
Sabotage means the act of damaging and destroying nuclear ma-
terial or nuclear facilities or, disrupting normal operation of NPPs.
Sabotage targeting nuclear facilities can cause radiation leakage
and shutdown. When an NPP is shutdown, a reactor dead time is
unavailable due to Xenon oscillations, which takes a longer time to
startup it comparing with other types of plants. To prevent the
illegal transfer of nuclear material and sabotage, the digital assets
that perform SSEP functions needs to be defined and are called as
the critical digital asset (CDA). Therefore, the CDA in NPPs should be
protected from cyber-attacks with highly reliable methods.
3.3.2. Consequences that do not affect SSEP functions
Consequences of cyber-attacks that do not affect the SSEP of

NPPs do not directly affect the operation of NPP and this is typically
information leakage. Information leakage is a loss of the NPP design
and operation information, and it does not directly affect the
physical damage and operation of the NPP. However, this can be
used as data for cyber-attacks to NPPs, and the leakage of core
technologies for NPP is associated with economic losses. Therefore,
cyber-attacks that cause information leakage should also be effec-
tively countered [30,31,33].
3.4. Vulnerability

Avulnerability means aweakness in the design and operation of
a system which can be exploited by an attacker, to perform unau-
thorized actions [20,28]. Cyber-attacks are exploited through the
vulnerability of the target. In this paper, the vulnerability is defined
as a specific condition of the OS, hardware, software, CPU type,
communication method, and CVE. Systems used in NPPs are not
able to update or patch the vaccine in real time, unlike IT security
[36]. It means that cyber-attacks can have catastrophic conse-
quences. These problems can be solved through penetration testing
of applied digital devices or digital devices to be introduced. This
paper suggests the vulnerability as data which can be used for
penetration testing by matching cyber-attack with information of
digital devices and CVE. In addition, the results by matching the
cyber-attack with information of digital devices and CVE can be
used to anticipate and respond effectively from cyber-attacks.
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3.5. Countermeasure

Unlike general ICS and SCADA systems, NPPs need to take into
account higher availability, reactor safety and nuclear material
protection. Considering these conditions, digital assets in NPP
classified as CDAwhether it affects the SSEP function or not. NEI 13-
10 classified the CDA as direct CDA and non-direct CDA. Non-direct
CDA is subdivided into indirect CDA, Balance of Plant (BOP) CDA,
and Emergency Preparedness (EP) CDA. EP CDAs are CDAs that
function as facilities and systems to respond to accidents and
events that have a radiological impact on nuclear facilities. BOP
CDAs are CDAs that can directly or indirectly affect the reactivity of
nuclear installations and can lead to unplanned reactor shutdowns
or transients. Indirect CDA are CDA that does not adversely affect
safety or security functions before a failure is detected, and that
complementary measures are implemented by the operator. These
non-direct CDAs should meet baseline measures (A through G).
Security measure A requires that the CDA be located in a Protected
Area (PA) or a Vital Area (VA). Security measure B requires that all
assets connected to the CDA should not have wireless communi-
cation functions. Security measure C requires that all assets asso-
ciated with the CDA be physically air-gapped to the network.
Security measure D requires access control from portable media
and mobile devices. Security measure E should perform evaluation
and documentation before configuration change. Security mea-
sures F should be checked periodically by the CDA. Security Mea-
sures G should conduct ongoing monitoring and evaluation to
ensure that baseline cybersecurity protection standards are
adequately maintained. The BOP CDA and Indirect CDAmust satisfy
all seven baseline measures, while the EP CDA can satisfy four
baseline measures (D, E, F, G). Direct CDAs are CDAs that do not
meet the Non-Direct CDA classification criteria. Direct CDAs are
classified into the following seven classes (A1 to A3, B1 to B3, and C)
according to their CDA characteristics (software and hardware
characteristics). Software features include programs, firmware,
configuration changes and HMI access control. Hardware charac-
teristics include console port, external interface, communication
function, maintenance and configuration port. The purpose of this
classification is to manage the digital assets effectively, because it is
not possible to manage thousands of CDA. In addition, nuclear
operators can create appropriate response strategies for cyber-
attacks through CDA classification. The advanced researches on
cyber-attack taxonomy do not discuss the countermeasures
reflecting these characteristics of NPPs and lacks systematic stra-
tegies. Therefore, this paper suggests systematic strategies for the
countermeasures, by matching cyber-attack with CDA Class. In
addition, the security controls (technical, operational, and admin-
istrative security controls) of the R.G.-5.71 [26] and cyber-attack
countermeasures are matched. This allows confirming the satis-
faction of security controls when introducing the digital equipment
of an NPP and preventing a cyber-attack by putting a security
function in digital equipment [35].

4. Taxonomy template & utilization for conformance test

The following Table is a template composed of the five taxon-
omy items described in Chapter 3. This paper suggests how to use
cyber-attack taxonomy by applying ping of death with the pro-
posed template.

Table 1 contains all of the taxonomy overflows shown in Fig. 1.
The template includes definition of cyber-attack, attack procedure,
attack vector, vulnerability, attack consequence, and countermea-
sure. Asmentioned above, the purpose of the proposed taxonomy is
to construct strategic countermeasures reflecting attack conse-
quence and attack vectors, and to be used for conformance testing.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of taxonomy, this paper proposes
a countermeasure when a plant monitoring system (PMS) is
attacked by ping of death, and explains how to use the taxonomy in
the conformance test. Prior to showing the countermeasures, it
should be noted that the countermeasures related to the PMS
presented in this paper are intended to present the utilization of
the taxonomy, which is the scenario considering only the basic
functions of the PMS. Actual communication methods and design
characteristics are not presented in the scenario as a security
element, and they may be different from the actual response sce-
narios. The PMS has the ability to calculate which control element
assembly group to choose for the rapid power cutdown system
(RPCS). Although it does not aim for direct controlling, it performs
the functions related to the control rod driving mechanisms.
Therefore, the consequence of the cyber-attack can affect the SSEP
functions. The PMS consists of plant data acquisition system (PDAS)
and plant computer system (PCS). The PDAS is responsible for
transmitting the plant input variables to the PCS. The PCS processes,
computes, alerts, and stores input variables received from the PDAS
and informs the operator through the other systems near the PCS. If
a ping of death is exploited in the PCS by an insider or a malware,
the PDAS cannot perform its function due to a large number of
packets, which may result in the PCS not being able to obtain the
plant input variables. As a countermeasure for this, the defense in
depth can be applied, which defines the PCS as a higher grade than
the PDAS to communicate. The defense-in-depth strategy is a way
to prevent signals and data from going from low-grade CDA to high-
grade CDA, although the high-grade CDA can send data to low-
grade CDA. It can be a countermeasure to prevent ping of death
itself from PCS to PDAS. In addition, considering the basic safety
design characteristics of NPPs, such as diversity, redundancy, and
independency, PDAS should work even if PDAS1 fails. In addition,
cyber-attacks can be prevented by considering ping of death using
an attack vector (Use of incomplete network) and security control
(‘Network access', ‘Denial of service protection’). As a detailed
countermeasure for attack vector and security control, it is neces-
sary to examine the connected network to eliminate an unused
network inside an NPP, and to set the security level according to the
communication information exchanged through the network.
Furthermore, it is necessary to identify the communication paths
directly and indirectly connected with CDAs, and to ensure the
integrity and confidentiality of the transmitted information. The
network protocol should be configured not to initiate commands
outside the same network range and the commands in the network
protocol should not be configured to lower the security state of the
required digital assets. The impact of security before applying
software patches and updates should be tested [36].

The following is how the proposed taxonomy can be applied to
the conformance test. A conformity test is a system that verifies the
security and suitability of products introduced to national and
public organizations. It basically evaluates and certifies the safety
and reliability of information protection products using Common
Criteria (CC). In the case of NPPs, RG 5.71 and RS 015 is used instead
of CC, and verification is performed through a penetration testing
after a document-based test. A document-based test is amethod for
verifying whether the security control presented in security stan-
dards compare with the security design requirements of the digital
devices. Penetration testing can confirm the security control of the
digital devices meet the recommended regulatory guidelines.
However, there is a problem in which cyber-attacks will be used to
conduct penetration testing. This problem can be solved through
the taxonomy presented in this paper. First, the digital devices to be
applied must meet the security controls of security standards and
match the security design document of the digital equipment. At
this time, if the two requirements do notmatch, the equipment is in



Table 1
Example of cyber-attack taxonomy (Ping of death).

Name of cyber-attack: Ping of death

Definition
Ping of death is a kind of DOS in which an IP packet larger than the length specified in the standard is sent, thereby causing a DoS attack by not handling the abnormal

packet in the OS receiving this packet.
... (Omitted below)
Attack procedure: Acquire access right
Attack vector Network access (Use of incomplete network)
Vulnerability CVE Specific Condition

CVE-1999-0258
CVE-2001-1533
... (Omitted below)

OS: Windows 98, XP

Attack Consequence Impact on SSEP function (Sabotage)
Countermeasure Type of CDA (Affected by cyber-attack) Security control

Direct CDA (Type C) a Network access
b Denial of service protection
... (Omitted below)

Fig. 2. Overflow of conformance test with cyber-attack taxonomy.
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conformity with the document-based verification. If both re-
quirements are met, one can select a matching cyber-attack tax-
onomy that includes a security control item of security standards.
Afterwards, if a cyber-attack with regulatory directives is applied
directly to the equipment and the function and operation are not
affected, the equipment is verified to have passed both the
document-based test and penetration testing. Fig. 2 shows the
overflow of a conformance test with cyber taxonomy.

5. Conclusion

This paper suggested a cyber-attack taxonomy that reflects the
characteristics of NPPs. In general, taxonomy in the IT field is not
suitable for regulatory purposes in the nuclear field. In particular, it
was necessary to reestablish security related to nuclear safety is-
sues. For this reason, the taxonomy for NPPs includes the attack
procedure, attack vector, attack consequence, vulnerability, and
countermeasure. The attack procedure is subdivided into gathering
information, acquiring access rights, command and control, and
action and exfiltration. The attack procedure can be used as the
criteria for ease of a systematic cyber-attack case investigation. The
attack vector is divided into physical access and network access.
The consequences of the cyber-attack were classified as an attack
that affects the SSEP function. The consequences of the cyber-
attacks affecting the SSEP function were subdivided into sabotage
and unauthorized removal of nuclear materials. This can be used as
basic data for quantifying the risk of a cyber-attack. Vulnerabilities
are considered as specific information, such as the OS, hardware,
software, CPU type, and communication method. In addition, vul-
nerabilities can be matched to CVE, allowing vulnerability reports
and recommendations of cyber-attacks to be easily found. The
countermeasure has been matched with CDAs and security control
in RG 5.71 and RS 015. This method enables strategic responses
when nuclear power plants are exposed to cyber threats.
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